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Hello Susanne and all others,

>  [train relation]
> 
>    What is a real use case for the enumeration value "midOfTrain"? Are
>    there any speed aspects that are valid since half of the train passed
>    its defined position?
> 
>    If it is not the case, we would suggest not to define it.

There are some infrastructure elements which rely to that train relation.  
They are mostly "virtual" and possibly a little bit academic. May be you  
think about real infrastructure elements. Normally, real infrastructure  
elements do not need a "mid-of-train relation".

However, an OCP is probably the most common example for an (virtual)  
infrastructure element which may rely to a mid-of-train relation. If no  
more information is given, you can only assume that "train passes OCP" or  
"train arrives at OCP" or "train departs from OCP" means that the mid of  
the train is exactly at the (virtual) OCP position. For that reasons,  
these virtual OCP positions are normally the (average) mid of the  
platforms.

"If no more information is given" means the very "rough" infrastructure  
model of a historic graphic timetable where there is one vertical line for  
a whole station but nothing more. Of course, nowadays one should have more  
detailed information (here: length and place of platforms) but we should  
not fix that into RailML.

In a way you could say that "midOfTrain" is to be used to describe a  
intersection form rough to detailed infrastructure models: You do not know  
the exact situation but you have to make an estimation and you have to  
describe the estimation in RailML. With that problem, sometimes  
"midOfTrain" is the most neutral estimation you can make.

So, whether to keep that enumeration value or not depends on where it is  
used and whether we want to allow a kind of "estimated flabbiness" or  
force exact usage.

Best regards,
Dirk.
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